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Lists citations with abstracts for aerospace related reports obtained from world wide sources and announces documents that have recently been entered into the NASA Scientific and
Technical Information Database.
Popular Science gives our readers the information and tools to improve their technology and their world. The core belief that Popular Science and our readers share: The future is going to be
better, and science and technology are the driving forces that will help make it better.
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An interactive, resume-building software.
This is a textbook about rocket engineering, concentrating on the nitrous oxide hybrid rocket engine, both small and large. It’s also a book about the science of chemical rockets
in detail: three of the chapters are full of in-depth rocket science describing how all chemical rockets work. After a first chapter brushing up on the science and maths you’ll need,
the book describes the choice and safe use of hybrid rocket propellants, and how they’re handled in practice. Then there are the rocket science chapters. Then you learn how to
design, construct, and operate, a large hybrid rocket engine capable of getting you into Space. The book also includes a practical guide to the testing of hybrid rocket engines
large and small, and how to fly them safely. Included are full instructions for programming a rocket trajectory simulator in Microsoft Excel, and several appendices containing
rocketry information and equations, and instructions on how to design a bell nozzle.
These Lab Manuals provide complete information on all the experiments listed in the latest CBSE syllabus. The various objectives, materials required, procedures, inferences,
etc., have been given in a step-by-step manner. Carefully framed MCQs and short answers type questions given at the end of the experiments help the students prepare for viva
voce.
Popular Mechanics inspires, instructs and influences readers to help them master the modern world. Whether it’s practical DIY home-improvement tips, gadgets and digital
technology, information on the newest cars or the latest breakthroughs in science -- PM is the ultimate guide to our high-tech lifestyle.
De vader van de moderne science fiction is zonder twijfel de Engelse schrijver H.G. Wells (1866-1946). De invloed van deze productieve auteur is aanzienlijk geweest en zijn
boeken laten zich nog altijd uitstekend lezen. In het Engelse dorpje Iping in West Sussex zorgt de komst van een vreemdeling voor grote opschudding. Hij is vanwege zijn kleding
onherkenbaar en wil vooral met rust worden gelaten door de bewoners. Wanneer er echter vreemde overvallen plaatsvinden in het dorp en getuigen steeds beweren dat ze
niemand hebben gezien, begint de positie van de vreemdeling te wankelen. Welk geheim draagt hij met zich mee?
No. 2, pt. 2 of November issue each year from v. 19-47; 1963-70 and v. 55- 1972- contain the Abstracts of papers presented at the annual meeting of the American Society for
Cell Biology, 3d-10th; 1963-70 and 12th- 1972- .
Vols. for 1911-13 contain the Proceedings of the Helminothological Society of Washington, ISSN 0018-0120, 1st-15th meeting.
The Scientification of Gastroenterology During the 20th Century * Science contributes to medicine in three ways: It provides a body of relatively secure knowl edge. Some of that knowledge has been applied
to develop technologies which have had a major impact upon the practice and effectiveness of medicine. Last, science offers to medicine a way of thinking. - 1. McCormick [(1993) The Contribution of Science
to Medicine. Perspect. Bioi. Med. 16,315.] Awareness of the digestive system began with the dawn of civilization, when man, observing the feeding habits of animals in the surrounding environment,
experimented with foods, edible and inedible. Identity came with discoveries of the digestive organs during the 16th and 17th centuries. Function was revealed by physiologic studies of digestion, absorp tion
and secretion, metabolism, and motility during the 18th and 19th centuries. Diagnostic access improved with the technological advances of the 20th century. Understanding of gas trointestinal (GI) disease
followed the growth of the basic sciences and gastroenterology's involvement in scientific research during the latter half of the 20th century. Early in the 20th century, gastroenterology was yet an undefined
activity without clinical or scientific guidelines. Diagnostic approach to the digestive tract was minimal. Valid con cepts of disease were lacking. Visceroptosis, sitophobia, and "colonic autointoxication" were
common "diagnoses." Therapeutic resources were scarce.
The record of each copyright registration listed in the Catalog includes a description of the work copyrighted and data relating to the copyright claim (the name of the copyright claimant as given in the
application for registration, the copyright date, the copyright registration number, etc.).
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